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The formation and binding energies, the ionization levels, the structures, and the local vibrations of Oi , O2i ,
O3i , VO, VO2, andV2O (V5vacancy! in silicon are calculated using a self-consistent total-energy pseudo-
potential method. The most important results are as follows: The ionization levels and associated structures are
given for VO and V2O as well as the local vibration modes for the negative charge states ofVO. The
experimental frequency of Oi at 517 cm21 is associated tentatively with an oxygen-induced silicon mode of
weakly interacting Oi ’s. We find two competing structures for O2i : the staggered configuration and the skewed
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration with the binding energies of 0.2 and 0.1 eV, respectively. The experimental frequen-
cies of O2i at 1060, 1012, 690, and 556 cm21 are found to originate from the staggered O2i . The experimental
frequency of O2i at 1105 cm21 is found to originate from the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration of O2i . The
calculated effects of pressure on the structures and local vibration frequencies~Grüneisen parameters! of Oi

and O2i are presented.@S0163-1829~99!06535-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When crystalline silicon is grown by the Czochralski~Cz!
method it is contaminated by oxygen dissolving from t
surrounding quartz crucible. Cz-grown silicon can cont
approximately 1018 oxygen atoms in one cubic centimete
Their presence can be very useful in the fabrication of silic
wafers because the oxygen atoms are able to increase
mechanical strength of silicon material and to act as gette
centers of other impurities. However, oxygen in as-grown
silicon appears supersaturated and hence the oxygen d
bution is highly inhomogeneous. Heat treatments are th
fore used to homogenize the oxygen distribution. Howev
when oxygen atoms become mobile at temperatu
. 350 °C they begin to cluster. A related~harmful and at the
same time interesting! phenomenon is the appearance of t
so-called thermal donors.1 These are commonly believed t
contain a core to which oxygen atoms aggregate resultin
a family of closely related donors. Several families of th
mal donors are known: thermal double donors, shallow th
mal donors, and new thermal donors.1–4 At least sixteen ther-
mal donor members have been observed.2,5

Individual oxygen atoms occupy interstitial bond-cen
~BC! positions in silicon.6 The interstitial oxygen atoms Oi
are known to diffuse by hopping between the neighbor
BC sites with an activation energy of 2.53 eV in a lar
temperature range of 300–1200 °C.6,7 However, aggregation
takes place with a much lower activation energy of about
eV.8 Oxygen-containing fast diffusing species~FDS’s! are
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~16!/11449~15!/$15.00
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therefore needed to explain the aggregation.9,10

Several experimental methods have given valuable in
mation about the oxygen defects. The electron paramagn
resonance ~EPR!, electron-nuclear double resonan
~ENDOR!, and positron annihilation~PA! methods give in-
formation about wave functions and atomic structures,
deep level transition spectroscopy~DLTS! and photoconduc-
tivity about ionization levels, and infrared~IR! spectroscopy
about local vibrations~LV’s !.11,12However, despite these ef
forts as well as several systematic theoreti
calculations,13–18 the aggregation processes and the atom
structures of the thermal donor cores are not yet well und
stood. The understanding certainly rests on firm knowled
of the properties of the basic oxygen complexes. For
ample, the formation of an interstitial oxygen pair O2i as
well as the formation of a vacancy-dioxygen complexVO2
play an important role in understanding aggregation. Furth
it has been suggested thatVO and O2i could be FDS’s.10,19

To gain a better understanding of the physical behavior
oxygen in silicon we present here a systematic study of
basic interstitial oxygen and vacancy-oxygen complexesi ,
O2i , O3i , VO, VO2, and V2O in silicon using state-of-ar
total-energy pseudopotential~PP! methods. The properties t
be considered are the formation and binding energies,
ionization levels, the structures and bonding, as well as
LV’s.

The format of this paper is as follows. The methods a
presented in Sec. II. Results for energy quantities, structu
bonding, and local vibrations as well as the related disc
11 449 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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11 450 PRB 60PESOLA, von BOEHM, MATTILA, AND NIEMINEN
sions are presented in Sec. III. The conclusions are draw
Sec. IV.

II. METHODS

A. Computational methods

We use the density-functional theory~DFT! ~Ref. 20! in
the local density~LD! ~Ref. 21! and local mass~LM ! ~Ref.
22! approximations as well as the spin-polarized DFT~Refs.
20,23! in the local spin-density~LSD! ~Ref. 23! approxima-
tion. Our calculations are performed using a self-consis
total energy PP method. The Perdew-Zunger~PZ! ~Ref. 24!
parametrization of the Ceperley-Alder data25 is used for the
exchange-correlation energy.

For silicon we use the norm-conserving Hamann PP26

The PP is of the fully separable Kleinman-Bylander form27

and thes component is used as the local one. For oxygen
use the ultrasoft Vanderbilt PP.28 The valence-electron wav
functions are expanded in a plane-wave basis set up
kinetic-energy cutoff of 28 Ry. The Vanderbilt PP was tes
for an oxygen dimer (O2) by calculating the bond length an
vibrational frequency of O2. We find a bond length of 1.217
Å and a vibrational frequency of 1557 cm21 which are close
to the experimental values of 1.2074 Å and 1554.7 cm21,29

respectively.
We use mostly a lattice constant of 10.185a055.390 Å

which is obtained from a 2 atom-site supercell calculation fo
bulk silicon with 43 Monkhorst-Pack~MP! k points.30 How-
ever, in some cases the addition of oxygen atoms in
supercell can cause considerable internal pressure whic
removed by increasing the lattice constant appropriately.

We use mostly the MP 23 k-point sampling and 32 and 6
atom-site supercells but occasionally also a 128 atom-
supercell with theG point in our calculations. These supe
cell sizes give a sufficient accuracy for total energy calcu
tions. For example, the chemical potential for silicon us
the 32 atom-site supercell is by 2.7 meV and the 64 atom-
supercell by 1.3 meV higher than the well-converged va
obtained with the 2 atom-site supercell and the MP3

k-point sampling. However, these supercell sizes may be
satisfactory for the structures of the defects. For exam
similar supercell calculations for the silicon vacancy and
vacancy have shown that a sufficient convergence in
structure is not reached before the 216 atom-
supercell.31,32 The main reason for the relatively slow co
vergence lies in the spurious defect-defect interactions a
the@110# directional chains in silicon formed by periodical
repeating the supercell. Another supercell-size-related ma
is the dispersion of the one-electron states. When using
and 64 atom-site supercells the dispersion of one-elec
states is still of the order of the calculated forbidden ene
gap and there is a risk that the bands of the gap levels c
the valence band maximum~or conduction band minimum!
at somek points, worsening the result. All calculations ha
been performed in a massively parallel CRAY-T3E syst
using theFINGER code.33

B. Computation of energy quantities

The total energy in our calculations is of the form
in
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1Exc@n↑~r !,n↓~r !#

1E dr Vion~r !n~r !1U~$RI%! ~2.1!

wheren(r )5n↑(r )1n↓(r ) is the total electron density con
sisting of the spin-up and -down densities.f is is an occupa-
tion number for the spin-orbitalf is , f is50 or 1. The first
term on the right-hand side consists of the kinetic energy
the noninteracting electrons and the nonlocal contribut
from the pseudopotential construction. The second term
the Hartree energy of the electrons and the third term
exchange-correlation energy. The last two terms repre
the Coulombic interaction energy between the local io
pseudopotential cores and the valence electron density
the Coulombic energy between the ion cores at the posit
RI .28

In our calculations spin-polarization is taken into accou
in those cases where the defect has an unpaired numb
electrons. In other cases the usual unpolarized LD or
approximation is used unless otherwise stated.

The formation energy of a defect in the charge stateQ is
given by34–37

Ef~Q!5ED~Q!1Q~Ev1me!2(
s

nsms , ~2.2!

whereQ is the charge of the supercell in units of elementa
charge,Ev is the valence band maximum, andme is the
electron chemical potential relative to the valence ba
maximum. The constituents of the last summation,ns andms
are the number of types atoms in the supercell and the ato
chemical potential, respectively.

The values for the valence band maximum and the silic
atom chemical potential are obtained from a defect-free b
calculation with the same supercell size andk-point sam-
pling. The low-temperature form of SiO2 , a quartz, is used
to get the chemical potential of an oxygen atom. The u
cell of a quartz contains three silicon and six oxygen atom
The chemical potential is obtained from the calculated to
energy ED using the known silicon chemical potential a
follows: mO5(ED23mSi)/6.

The valence band maximumEv has been corrected usin
the average potential correction37 as

Ev5Ev~bulk!1@Vave~defect!2Vave~bulk!#. ~2.3!

The average potential correction is needed because of
limited supercell size. Basically this correction aligns the e
ergies so that comparison between different charge states
be made.

The ionization level (Q8/Q) for a given defect is defined
as the position ofme in the band gap where the stable
charge state changes fromQ8 to Q. The ionization levels are
derived from the total energy and are therefore more relia
than the one-electron eigenvalues which are more dire
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influenced by the underestimation of the band gap. An i
ization level can be obtained by solvingme from the equa-
tion

ED~Q!1Q~EV
Q1me!5ED~Q8!1Q8~EV

Q81me!.
~2.4!

C. Computation of local vibrations

In the harmonic approximation the total energy is writt
as a Taylor series of the atomic displacements. The coup
constants are obtained as numerical derivatives of
Hellman-Feynman forces

Fna i
mb j[

]

]Rna i
S ]ED

]Rmb j
D ~2.5!

wheren and m indicate the supercell,a and b the atom in
the corresponding supercell andi and j the Cartesian direc
tion. The dynamical matrix is defined as38

Da i
b j~q![(

m

1

AMaMb

F0a i
mb jeiq•Rm. ~2.6!

The LV’s become independent ofq for a sufficiently large
supercell. Then one can neglect the sum overm in Eq. ~2.6!
and calculate the LV’s as eigenvalues of the dynamical m
trix at q50:

Da i
b j5

F0a i
0b j

AMaMb

. ~2.7!

The validity of this approximation has been tested by cal
lating the LV modes with different supercell sizes. It tur
out that the 32 atom-site supercell is sufficient in calculat
the LV’s.39

In practice the LV calculations are performed using t
procedure and program by Ko¨hler et al.40 In our calculations
every atom in the supercell is slightly displaced in the
Cartesian directions. After the displacement the electro
structure for this configuration is reoptimized and the res
ing Hellman-Feynman forces are calculated. The coup
constants are then calculated by finite differences using th
forces and displacements40 and the dynamical matrix is
formed using Eq.~2.7!. The LV frequencies and the corre
sponding normal modes can then be obtained by diagon
ing the dynamical matrix.40

We calculate the LV frequencies for the neutralVO also
using microcanonical~constant NVE! molecular dynamics
~MD! and the velocity-Verlet algorithm that conserves t
total energy.41 The simulation is adiabatic in the sense th
the electronic structure is allowed to relax between
moves, keeping the electrons near the Born-Oppenhe
surface. However, the inaccuracies in the Hellman-Feynm
forces when the electronic structure is not exactly on
Born-Oppenheimer surface cause a small shift in the t
energy during the simulation. This shift—insignificant f
our purposes—is 0.5 eV for the whole 32 atom-site super
during the whole simulation period of 2 ps. The timestep
ionic movements used in our simulations was 3.6 fs. T
MD run was started from the relaxed structure ofVO ob-
tained with the 32 atom-site supercell. In the beginning
-
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the MD run the system was allowed to thermalize. The pe
of the LV modes forVO in the vibration density of states ca
be obtained directly from the power spectrum which is c
culated by taking the real part of the discrete Fourier tra
form of the velocity autocorrelation function

Z~ t !5

(
s,i

vi~ t1s!•vi~s!

(
s,i

vi~s!•vi~s!

. ~2.8!

For a more complete description of the method, see, for
ample, Ref. 42.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Energies and structures

1. Interstitial oxygen complexes

Figure 1 shows the calculated configurations for the int
stitial oxygen complexes. The calculated structure for Oi in
Fig. 1~a! agrees with the widely accepted model for Oi where
the oxygen atom breaks the@111#-directional bond and is
displaced off from the actual BC to form a ‘‘puckered
structure.6,43 O2i appears in two competing configuration
The staggered configuration in Fig. 1~b! found by Needels
et al.15 consists of two Oi ’s bonded to a common silicon
atom (Si2). The skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration in Fig.
1~c! found by Öberget al.44 consists of two more separate
Oi ’s such that Si1-O1-Si2 and Si3-O2-Si4 projected on a
plane perpendicular to Si2-Si3 form roughly an angle of 60°.

FIG. 1. The calculated structures of the interstitial oxygen co
plexes studied. Dark spheres represent silicon atoms, light
spheres oxygen atoms.~a! Interstitial oxygen,~b! staggered oxygen
dimer ~S!, ~c! skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration of oxygen dimer
~SK!, ~d! staggered oxygen trimer~S!, ~e! ringlike oxygen trimer
~R!.
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11 452 PRB 60PESOLA, von BOEHM, MATTILA, AND NIEMINEN
Two configurations of O3i are considered in the prese
study. The staggered configuration in Fig. 1~d! found by
Needelset al.15 is a natural extension of the staggered O2i :
three Oi ’s are bonded to two common silicon atoms (S2 ,
Si3), the whole Si1-O1-Si2-O2-Si3-O3-Si4 complex belongs
to one of the$110% planes. The ringlike O3i in Fig. 1~e! is a
natural extension of the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration in
Fig. 1~c!: the three Oi ’s are always separated by two silico
atoms~six silicon atoms altogether!.

We consider next the formation and binding energies
the above interstitial complexes. Table I lists the calcula
formation energies and Table II the calculated binding en
gies together with other calculations15,18,45–47 and
experiments.10 The staggered and the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi
configurations of O2i have very close binding energies. Th
binding energies of two Oi ’s calculated with a 32 atom-sit
supercell equal 0.2 eV for the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi structure
and 0.6 eV for the staggered configuration. However, in
extended calculation using a larger supercell of 128 a
sites and theG point k sampling we find that the staggere
configuration is only by 0.1 eV more stable than the skew
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration, the binding energies being equ
to 0.2 and 0.1 eV, respectively. These binding energies a

TABLE I. Formation energies~eV! of the interstitial oxygen
complexes as calculated from Eq.~2.2!. The results are obtaine
with the lattice constant of 5.39 Å of a defect-free bulk silicon. S
S, and R denote the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi , the staggered, and th
ringlike configurations, respectively. TheG point k sampling is
used in calculating with the supercell of 128 Si atoms. The oxy
chemical potential is obtained from thea quartz that is the low-
temperature form of SiO2.

No. Si atoms Oi O2i ~S! O2i ~SK! O3i ~S! O3i ~R!

Ef 128 1.1 2.0 2.1
32 1.8 3.0 3.4 ;4.1 ;4.9
f
d
r-

n
m

d
l
ee

closely with the values of 0.3 and 0.2 eV obtained from
absorption experiments for two different oxygen dim
structures.10

The binding energies of the O3i structures given in Table
II are probably overestimated because of the limited sup
cell size. We can roughly estimate the binding energy of
staggered O3i by comparing the formation energies of Oi and
O2i in different supercells. The formation energies are ov
estimated by;60% with the 32 atom-site supercell~Table
I!. If this would be the case also with O3i then the formation
energy would be only 2.6 eV. This would lead to a bindi
energy of 0.7 eV when O3i is formed from three isolated
Oi ’s.

According to our calculations Oi ’s show a clear tendency
to form staggered chains in the^110& directions. This ten-
dency can be seen in two ways. First, the formation ene
per Oi decreases from Oi to O2i to O3i ~Table I!. Second, the
binding energy per Oi increases from 0.3 eV for O2i to 0.4
eV for O3i ~Table II!. This behavior is also consistent wit
experiments according to which oxygen atoms cluster i
planar form resulting in long chains of oxygen atoms.11 Es-
pecially it is known that the TD’s in silicon have such lon
chains in$110% planes.11

As to the other calculations listed in Table II our calc
lated values agree reasonably well with the values given
Needelset al.15 and Chadi18 obtained using similar method
to ours. Kelly45 finds that O2i is unstable. Saito and
Oshiyama46 find that the stabilization energy for O3i equals
11.7 eV which is less than three times the stabilization
ergy of 4.6 eV for Oi . Snyderet al.47 find a slightly bound
O2i . Öberg et al.44 find that the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi con-
figuration is by 0.14 eV more stable than an O2i configura-
tion consisting of two neighboring Oi ’s bound to a common
silicon atom, whereas Ewelset al.48 found earlier using the
same method that the latter configuration is more stable
0.6820.82 eV. Thus, considerable differences exist betwe
different calculations.

,

n

e
e
d the

of Si
stant
TABLE II. Binding energies of the interstitial oxygen complexes~eV!. The methods included are th
pseudopotential~PP!, Green’s matrix~G!, and semiempirical~MINDO/3! method. SC, C, and CC denot
supercell, (H-terminated! cluster, and cyclic cluster, respectively. S and SK denote the staggered an
skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration, respectively. The number after SC, C, or CC gives the number
atoms. TheG point k sampling is used in calculating with the supercell of 128 Si atoms. The lattice con
of 5.39 Å of a defect-free bulk silicon is used in our calculations.

Method O2i vs 23Oi O3i vs 33Oi O3i vs O2i1Oi

This work PP SC 128 0.2~S!

PP SC 128 0.1~SK!

PP SC 32 0.6~S! 1.3 ~S! 0.8 ~S!

PP SC 32 0.2~SK!

Chadia PP SC 32 0.7~S! 0.4 ~S!

Needelset al.b PP SC 16-64 1.0~S! 2.0 ~S! 1.0 ~S!

Kellyc G ,0
Saito and Oshiyamad PP C 11 ,0
Snyderet al.e MINDO/3 CC 47 0.1
Experimentf 0.3 and 0.2

aReference 18. dReference 46.
bReference 15. eReference 47.
cReference 45. fReference 10.
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Our results in Tables I and II were obtained using t
lattice constant of defect-free bulk silicon. Figure 2 sho
the calculated total energies of the defect supercells
defect-free bulk silicon as a function of the lattice consta
The increase in the lattice constant to minimize the press
in the supercell does not change the total energies of
defects significantly. This effect is of the order of a meV
the total energy of the primitive unit cell~two atoms! but
may have significant effects in the vibrational frequenc
and details in the defect geometries. According to Fig
about 1% increase in the lattice constant is needed to rem
the internal pressure. Our theoretical value for the b
modulus for defect-free bulk silicon is 1.0 Mbar that match
the experimental value of 0.98 Mbar~Ref. 49! very closely.
Increasing the number of oxygen atoms in the supercell l
ers the value to 0.91 Mbar in the case of Oi and to 0.86 Mbar
in the case of O2i in both staggered and skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi
configuration. Thus the direct effect of adding oxygen is
soften the silicon crystal. The increase in mechani
strength is then due to indirect mechanisms like preven
motions of dislocations. The pressure in the supercell w
using the defect-free bulk lattice constant is 16 kbar for Oi ,
24 kbar for the staggered configuration of O2i , and 31 kbar
for the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration of O2i .

Consider next the structures of the interstitial oxyg
complexes in Fig. 1 in more detail. The calculated structu
of Oi are given in Table III together with previous theoretic
studies16,18,46,48,50–54and experimental results.43 From experi-
ments applied pressure is known to decrease the Si-Oi-Si
angle.55 We find the same behavior which is shown in F
3~a!. The internal pressure of a defect supercell~and the
spurious Oi-Oi interactions! can also be decreased by i
creasing the size of the supercell. We indeed find the ope
of the Si-Oi-Si angle with increasing the size of the superc
@Fig. 3~b!#. When the pressure in a 32 atom-site superce
relieved by increasing the lattice constant or when the p
sure is diminished by increasing the size of the supercel
to 128 atom-sites the Si-Oi-Si bond angle is found to in

FIG. 2. Total energy of primitive unit cell as a function of th
lattice parameter for the oxygen interstitial complexes. The chan
in the lattice constant are calculated from the defect-free bulk lat
constant of 5.39 Å . Black filled circles represent the results for Oi ,
diamonds for the staggered O2i , triangles for the skewed
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration of O2i , and squares for the defect-fre
bulk. Lines are drawn to guide the eye. The defect-free bulk e
gies are obtained with a 2 atom-site supercell and 63MP k-point
sampling. The energy values for the 32 atom-site supercell use
our calculations are divided by 16 so that comparisons to th
atom-site results are possible.
s
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TABLE III. Structures of Oi . The methods included are th
pseudopotential~PP!, Hartree-Fock~HF!, Green matrix~G!, and
semiempirical~MINDO/3, PRDDO! method. SC, C, and CC denot
supercell, (H-terminated! cluster, and cyclic cluster, respectively
The number after SC, C, or CC gives the number of Si atoms.
G point k sampling is used in calculating with the SC of 128
atoms. The lattice constant of 5.39 Å of a defect-free bulk silic
is used in our calculations except for the first values obtained w
the 32 atom-site SC which are free from pressure.

Method
Si-Oi-Si
~deg.!

Si-Oi

~Å!

This work PP SC 128 154 1.63
PP SC 32 154,150 1.62,1.62
PP SC 8 127 1.65

Chadia PP SC 32 144 1.65
Ewelset al.b PP C;60 1.63
Artachoet al.c HF C 8 ;180 ;1.6
Joneset al.d PP C 44 172 1.59
Kelly and Care G 140 1.77
Deák et al.f MINDO/3 CC 47 180 1.61
Estreicherg PRDDO C 26,35 164 1.57
Saito and Oshiyamah PP C 10 157 1.68
Martinezet al.i HF C 8 162 1.62
Experimentj 162

aReference 18. fReference 16.
bReference 48. gReference 53.
cReference 50. hReference 46.
dReference 51. iReference 54.
eReference 52. jReference 43.

FIG. 3. ~a! The Si-Oi-Si angles of Oi and O2i as a function of
the lattice parameter. Open circles represent the results for Oi and
diamonds for the staggeredO2i . The changes in the lattice consta
are calculated from the defect-free bulk lattice constant of 5.39
~b! The Si-Oi-Si angle of Oi as a function of supercell size. Tri
angles show the results obtained from the cluster calculatio
squares the results from the supercell calculations by other aut
~Table III!, and open circles joined with line the results from o
supercell calculations. Supercell or cluster size is given in term
the number of Si atoms. The defect-free bulk lattice constan
5.39 Å is used in our calculations.
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TABLE IV. Structures of O2i . PP, SC, and C denote the pseudopotential method, supercell and (H-terminated! cluster, respectively. The
number after SC or C gives the number of Si atoms. TheG point k sampling is used in calculating with the SC of 128 Si atoms. S and
in parentheses denote the staggered and the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration, respectively. In the configuration reported by Ewelset al. the
oxygen atoms have a common silicon atom. The values without parentheses are pressure-free whereas those in parentheses a
with the lattice constant of 5.39 Å of a defect-free bulk silicon.

Method Si-O$1,2%-Si angle Si$1,2%-O1 ~Å! Si$2,3%-O2 ~Å! Si$3,4%-O2 ~Å!

This work PP SC 128~S! ~131,126! ~1.65,1.63! ~1.64,1.67!
PP SC 128~SK! ~153,152! ~1.63,1.63! ~1.63,1.63!

PP SC 32~S! 136,130~131,126! 1.65,1.63~1.65,1.63! 1.63,1.67~1.63,1.67!
PP SC 32~SK! 157,154~151,144! 1.62,1.62~1.63,1.62! 1.63,1.62~1.63,1.63!

Öberget al.a PP C 42~SK! 166 1.62,1.64; 1.62,1.65
Ewelset al.b PP C;60 170 1.52,1.67

aReference 44.
bReference 48.
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crease to 154°~Table III!. The value of 154° agrees close
with the experimental one of 162°~Table III!. The calculated
values in Table III range from 140 ° to 180° our value bei
on the smaller side. Our calculated Si-Oi bond length of 1.63
Å agrees closely with most of the other calculated ones
Table III.

The calculated structures of O2i are given in Table IV
together with previous theoretical studies.44,48 The oxygen
atoms of the staggered O2i @Fig. 1~b!# form a chain along one
of the ^110& directions. The calculated behavior of th
Si-Oi-Si angles as a function of lattice constant is shown
Fig. 3~a!. At high pressure both angles are slightly above
value of 120° and similarly to the case of Oi they open when
pressure is decreased. However, increasing the size o
supercell does not increase the Si-Oi-Si angles~Table IV!.
The reason for this is not clear to us but may be due to
insufficient number of silicon atoms to allow a proper rela
ation around O2i ~or/and the residual O2i-O2i interactions!.
The symmetric structure where both oxygen atoms wo
protrude similar to the Si1-O1-Si2 structure in Fig. 1~b! is not
stable and relaxes to staggered structure.

For the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi structure@Fig. 1~c!# we find
that the two angles open and approach each other whe
ther pressure is relieved or when the size of the superce
increased to 128 atom sites~Table IV!. As expected, the
Si-Oi-Si angles in this structure consisting of the weak
interacting Oi ’s are about the same as the correspond
angle of a single Oi ~Table III!.

2. Vacancy-oxygen complexes

The calculated structures of the vacancy-oxygen co
plexes are shown in Fig. 4. InVO @Fig. 4~a!# the oxygen
atom moves from the substitutional~vacancy! site to the
@100# direction and forms bonds with the silicon atoms S1
and Si2. The silicon atoms Si3 and Si4 form a weak bond tha
plays a central role in the appearance of the deep levels in
forbidden energy gap. InVO2 @Fig. 4~b!# both oxygen atoms
form symmetrically similar bonds to two silicon atoms as
in VO. In V2O @Fig. 4~c!# the oxygen atom forms bonds wit
the silicon atoms Si1 and Si2 at one end ofV2. The silicon
atoms Si3 and Si4 form a weak bond in the other end ofV2.

The calculated formation energies and ionization levels
the vacancy-oxygen complexes are listed in Table V toge
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with experiments.56–58 The dependence of the formation e
ergy on the supercell size was studied calculating the neu
VO with three different supercells. The formation energ
obtained were found to converge already with the super
size of 32 atom sites. The formation energies obtained
2.8, 3.6, and 3.7 eV for the 16, 32, and 64 atom-site sup
cells, respectively. Also the ionization levels stayed at
proximately the same positions when the 32 atom-site su
cell was grown to the larger 64 atom-site supercell. Us
G-point and 128 atom-site supercell leads to a formation
ergy of 2.7 eV. The lower value is consistent with the p
vious studies forV andV2 in silicon.31,32

A defect having an ionization level 0.16 eV below th
conduction band minimum was observed for the first time
the electric measurements by Wertheim59,60 and Hill61 al-
though the structure and constituents of the defect were
clear by then. The EPR measurements by Watkinset al. re-
vealed that this defect wasVO ~named theA center!.56,57The

FIG. 4. The calculated structures of the vacancy-oxygen co
plexes studied:~a! VO, ~b! VO2, ~c! V2O. Dark spheres represen
silicon atoms, light gray spheres oxygen atoms, and white sph
the positions of the vacancies (V).
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point symmetry group isC2v and the oxygen atom is at
tached to the dangling bonds of two silicon atoms of
vacancy@Fig. 4~a!#. Our calculations show that the uppe
most occupied state has a node in the mirror plane an
thus an antibonding orbital of typea1. The experimental ion-
ization level~2/0! of VO lies atEc20.1760.01.56,57 Figure
5 shows the calculated formation energy plot forVO. The
ionization levels shown in Fig. 5 are obtained from the to
energy using Eqs.~2.2!–~2.4!. The calculated ionization lev
els (2/0) and ~22/2! of VO are at 0.40 and 0.53 eV, re
spectively. The calculated~2/0! level lies about 0.6 eV be
low the experimental one. For comparison, we find forV2
from the most accurate calculations (G point, 216 atom-site
supercell! that the two lowest ionization levels~0/1! and
~2/0! lie about 0.2 eV below the corresponding experimen

TABLE V. Calculated formation energiesEf and ionization lev-
els ~eV! of the vacancy-oxygen complexes.V denotes vacancy. The
second column gives the number of silicon atoms in the super

No. Si atoms This work Experiments

VO
Ef 63 3.7
~2/0! 63 0.40 1.0a

~22/2! 63 0.53
trivalent 31 3.9

VO2

Ef 31 3.7

V2O
Ef 62 5.5
~2/0! 62 0.34 0.87b

~22/2! 62 0.39

V2O2

Ef 62 5.6

aReferences 56,57.
bReference 58.

FIG. 5. Formation energy plot forVO. The thick line in the
upper panel indicates the charge state with the lowest energy.
dashed and dotted lines in the upper panel are the formation e
gies for the divalently and trivalently bonded oxygen, respective
The lower panel shows the positions of the (2/0) ionization levels.
The experimental value is from Refs. 56 and 57.
e

is

l

l

levels at 0.25 and;0.55 eV.32 The calculated uppermos
~22/2! level for V2 lies ~increasingly! 0.3 eV below the
experimental level at 0.75 eV. And, the result that the cal
lated~2/0! level for VO lies 0.6 eV below the experimenta
level at 1.0 eV close toEc (Ec20.17 eV! is in line with our
results forV2. It is also clear that the calculated~22/2! level
at 0.53 eV forVO could in reality be a resonance state in t
conduction band. In any case, the LD approximation in
DFT appears to describe the ionization levels in the up
part of the gap insufficiently analogously with the underes
mation of the band gap. This deficiency can be at least p
tially removed using the LM approximation for valenc
electrons.22 Our preliminary LM results forVO show that the
~2/0! ionization level rises about 0.3 eV towards the expe
mental value~see the lower panel of Fig. 5!. This effect has
also been found in the vacancy-substitutional arsenic pa
silicon. The deep level rises from 0.25 to 0.55 eV,62 while
the experimental value for the level is 0.7 eV.

The substitutional oxygen in silicon has also anotherC3v
symmetric structure with a trivalently bonded oxygen. T
positive charge states of the divalently bond
C2v-symmetricVO are not thermodynamically stable at an
value of the electron chemical potential~Fig. 5!. This holds
also for the trivalently bondedVO. The calculated trivalently
bondedVO structure has a total energy that is 0.3 eV high
in the neutral charge state than the total energy of
C2v-symmetric structure~see Fig 5!. For this difference
Chadi obtained a value of 0.5 eV.18 The result by Van Oos-
ten et al.63 that the C3v-symmetric structure has a stab
positive charge state could thus not be verified by our ca
lations.

The formation energy ofV2O is rather high, equal to 5.5
eV ~Table V!. According to our calculations the energy di
ference between the high spin state (S51) and the spin com-
pensated state (S50) of the neutralV2O is only 0.18 eV in
favor of the spin compensated case. Thus, thermal excita
to the metastableS51 state is needed beforeV2O can be
detected in EPR experiments. Our result agrees with
analysis given by Lee and Corbett.64 Similarly to VO also
V2O has two ionization levels in the gap~see Fig. 5!. The
calculated~2/0! and~22/2! ionization levels forV2O are at
0.34 and 0.39 eV, respectively~Table V!. Kimerling58 gives
tentatively a value of 0.87 eV (Ec20.3 eV! for the experi-
mental ionization level. The calculated~2/0! level of 0.34
eV lies about 0.5 eV below the experimental one similarly
the case ofVO.

Table VI lists the calculated binding energies for t
vacancy-oxygen complexes. The values are obtained u
the most well-converged values available for the format
energies. This approach can lead to small errors due to
dependence of the formation energy on thek-point sampling
and supercell size.31

The pathways for the dissociation of the vacancy-oxyg
complexes can be estimated using the binding energie
Table VI. The optimal pathway for the dissociation ofVO2 is

VO2 →
1.0 eV

VO1Oi →
0.6 eV

V12Oi . ~3.1!

For V2O2 the optimal pathway is

ll.
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V2O2 →
0.5 eV

V2O1Oi →
0.5 eV

V212Oi . ~3.2!

Both pathways lead to increase of Oi content in the crystal.
VO is known to anneal at elevated temperatures.19,65 The

diffusion barrier forVO has been estimated to be low, on
1.84 eV by means of the classical Jiang-Brown potentia66

Thus, VO can diffuse quite easily to Oi and formVO2, or
two VO’s can encounter and formV2O2 ~Table VI, rows 5
and 8!. The energy gain in the former process is appro
mately the size of the formation energy of Oi ~1.1 eV, Table
I!, because the formation energy ofVO2 is very near that for
VO. V2O2 may in principle dissociate toVO2 andV but this
is not energetically very favorable~Table VI, row 10!.

If O2i is a FDS then it is also reasonable to consider
process where it encountersVO. The result of this process
VO3, can further dissociate intoVO2 and Oi leading to a net
energy gain of 0.8 eV~Table VI, row 6!. VO2 can also be
formed fromV and O2i ~Table VI, row 2!. In fact this way is
by 0.6 eV more favorable than the formation fromVO and
Oi ~Table VI, rows 2 and 5!. V2O can be formed from Oi and
V2 ~Table VI, row 3! or by 0.9 eV more favorably fromV
andVO ~Table VI, row 7!.

The formation energy of the silicon self-interstitial (Sii)
when the Fermi level is in the midgap is according to Ref.
;4.2 eV. The process where Sii encounters a vacancy
oxygen complex always leads to a high energy gain~Table
VI rows 9, 11, and 13!.

We consider next the structures of the vacancy-oxy
complexes in Fig. 4 in more detail. The calculated structu
of the vacancy-oxygen complexes are listed in Table
together with previous theoretical studies13,17,18,45,63,68–70and
experiments.71 According to our calculations in the neutr
charge state ofVO the oxygen atom is shifted to an@100#
direction from the substitutional site such that the Si-O
angle is 148°@see Fig. 4~a! and Table VII#. The energy gain

TABLE VI. Calculated binding energiesEb of the vacancy-
oxygen complexes. The most well-converged values for the for
tion energies available have been used: 3.31 and 4.94 eV fo
vacancy~V! ~Ref. 31! and the divacancy (V2) ~Ref. 32! are from a
216 atom-site supercell calculation with theG point Brillouin zone
sampling. The formation energies of Oi and O2i are from a 128
atom-site supercell calculation with theG point ~see Table I!.

Row Constituents→ Outcome Eb ~eV!

1 V1Oi → VO 0.8
2 V1O2i → VO2 1.6
3 V21Oi → V2O 0.5
4 V21O2i → V2O2 1.4
5 VO1Oi → VO2 1.0
6 VO1O2i → VO2 1 Oi 0.8
7 VO1V → V2O 1.4
8 VO1VO → V2O2 1.7
9 VO1Sii → Oi 6.8
10 VO21V → V2O2 1.4
11 VO21Sii → O2i 5.9
12 V2O1Oi → V2O2 0.5
13 V2O1Sii → VO 6.1
-

e

7

n
s
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when moving from the unrelaxed configuration with theTd
symmetry to theC2v symmetry is 1.3 eV. The energy gain
of the order of 0.6 eV when theTd-symmetric structure is
allowed to relax while keeping the symmetry.

As the number of electrons localized inVO increases the
Si-O-Si angle opens and the oxygen atom shifts further in
@100# direction. Our value of 152° of the Si-O-Si angle o
VO2 agrees closely with the experimental value of 15
~Table VII!.71 In the negative charge states the extra elect
is localized to the weak Si3-Si4 bond opposite to the oxyge
atom @Fig. 4~a!#. Our results forVO agree closely with the
other computational results in Table VII.

The structure ofVO2 resembles the structure ofVO. Each
of the two oxygen atoms is bonded to two silicon atoms
the vacancy and the Si-O-Si angle of 155° is close to
corresponding value ofVO @see Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, Table
VII #. Oxygen atoms are repulsed from the vacancy so
the V-O$1,2% distance is increased by 0.21 Å from theV-O
distance ofVO. The O1-O2 distance equals 2.45 Å that is i
close agreement with the previous computational val
~Table VII!.

Our results for the structure ofV2O agree closely with the
results by Ewelset al.17 ~Table VII!. Their bond lengths are
consistently larger than our values but in contrast toVO the
Si-O-Si angle is now larger. Adding electrons toV2O en-
hances mainly the Si3-Si4 bond ~the Si3-Si4 distance de-
creases! and also opens the Si-O-Si angle~Table VII!.

B. Local vibrations

1. Interstitial oxygen

There are three experimentally known fundamental lo
temperature LV’s for Oi which are located at 1136, 517, an
29 cm21.6,43,72–75These LV’s may be interpreted using tw
different models. The traditional model is a puckered Si2O
molecule ~symmetry groupC2v) according to which the
1136, 517, and 29 cm21 LV’s are an asymmetric stretchin
(B1), a symmetric stretching (A1), and a bend (A1) mode,
respectively6,76 ~see also, Refs. 43,73! A difficulty with this
model is the fact that experimentally the LV frequency
517 cm21 does not shift when16Oi is substituted by the
18Oi isotope74 whereas according to the model Oi vibrates
and an isotopic shift should be observable. On the ot
hand, the puckered Si2O-molecule model does describe co
rectly the observed large isotopic shift of 52 cm21 in the
1136 cm21 LV frequency.74 The above symmetry classifi
cation neglects the silicon crystal around the Si2O molecule.
When the cystalline environment is taken into account
symmetry group of the puckered Si2O molecule isC2 and
the 1136, 517, and 29 cm21 LV’s have theB, A, and A
representations, respectively.

A second more recent model is a linear Si2O molecule
~symmetry groupD3d) based on a low~1 meV! BC energy
and the associated quantum delocalization of Oi such that its
probability distribution is centered at the BC.50,77–79Accord-
ing to this model the 1136 and 517 cm21 LV’s are an asym-
metric stretching (A2u) mode and a transverse silicon mod
induced by a nonmoving Oi (Eu), respectively.50 In addition,
the model gives an IR inactive symmetric stretching mo
(A1g) at 596 cm21.50

a-
he
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TABLE VII. Structures of the vacancy-oxygen complexes in different charge states. Distances are given in Å. The 23232 MP Brillouin
zone sampling is used in this work. The methods included are the pseudopotential~PP!, Hartree-Fock~HF!, scattered-wave~SW! Xa ,
semiempirical~MNDO!, and Green matrix~G! method. SC and C denote supercell and (H-terminated! cluster, respectively. The numbe
after SC or C gives the number of Si atoms.

Method O-Si$1,2% Si-O-Si angle~deg.! V-O O1-O2 Si3-Si4 Symmetry

VO0

This work PP SC 63 1.69 148 1.01 3.16 C2v

Ewelset al.a PP C;70 1.754 138 0.934 3.77
Van Oostenet al.b HF C 4,10 0.95
Snyder and Corbettc HF C 4 1.04
Hjalmarson and Jennisond HF C 4 1.1
DeLeoet al.e SWXa , MNDO C 4 1.0

VO2

This work PP SC 63 1.68 152 1.05 3.37 C2v

Experimentf 155

VO22

This work PP SC 63 1.67 158 1.12 3.36 C2v

VO2

This work PP SC 31 1.70 155 1.22 2.45 3.26 D2d

Ewelset al.a PP C;70 1.710 147 2.61 D2d

Chadig PP SC 31 2.5
Kelly h G 2.6
Snyder and Corbettc HF C 4 2.44 D2d

DeLeoet al.i SWXa , MNDO C 4 2.5

V2O0

This work PP SC 62 1.68 138 0.78,2.90 3.04 C1h

Ewelset al.a PP C;70 1.73,1.72 143

V2O2

This work PP SC 62 1.69 142 0.85,2.90 3.01 C1h

V2O22

This work PP SC 62 1.70 148 0.97,2.90 2.93 C1h

aReference 17. fReference 71.
bReference 63. gReference 18.
cReference 13. hReference 45.
dReference 68. iReference 70.
eReference 69.
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We have calculated the LV’s of Oi both using the relaxed
lattice constanta55.43 Å (P50 kbar! and the lattice con-
stant a55.39 Å of defect-free bulk silicon (P516 kbar!.
The calculated LV modes are shown in Fig. 6 and the ca
lated LV frequencies are listed in Table VIII together wi
other calculations16,46,51,80and experiments.43,74,75,81

The calculated asymmetric stretching frequency
1098 cm21 and its isotopic shifts agree closely with the e
perimental values and with the calculations by Joneset al.51

The calculated isotopic shifts agree also closely with th
reported by Snyderet al.80 The calculated direction of the
transition dipole which is parallel to the@111# direction also
agrees with the experiments.6

The calculated symmetric stretching frequency
630 cm21 lies 113 cm21 above the second experiment
-

f

e

f

frequency of 517 cm21 and the calculated isotopic shift o
2 cm21—though small—differs from the strict experimen
tal value of 0 cm21. The direction of the transition dipole—
perpendicular to the@111# direction—agrees with the
experiments.76 The calculated results for the symmetr
stretching frequency thus agree moderately well with the
perimental data. And in any case, the calculated symme
stretching mode at 630 cm21 is the only local mode of Oi
that could be associated with the experimental frequenc
517 cm21. The calculated modes starting from the ne
highest frequency of 544 cm21 areall delocalized.82 How-
ever, our analysis forO2i below shows that the experiment
LV frequency of 517 cm21 is in fact not to be associated
with the symmetric stretching mode at 630 cm21 but with a
localized oxygen induced Si mode because the symme
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stretching modes of the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration
are not detected experimentally but the weak interaction
tween the two Oi ’s is capable of forming a localized oxyge
induced Si mode at 558 cm21, about 9 cm21 above the
region of the delocalized modes. This interpretation paral
the characterization of the 517 cm21 mode by Artacho
et al.50 According to Artachoet al. the symmetric stretching
LV is not seen in the experiments because this mode is
inactive for a linear Si2O molecule. Although the symmetri
stretching LV of the puckered Si2O molecule obtained@Fig.
6~b!# is IR active and could in principle be seen in expe
ments the small amplitude of Oi makes this probably impos
sible in practice. One way to find out the nature of t
517 cm21 mode is to measure the isotopic shifts when o

FIG. 6. Local vibrational modes of Oi . ~a! 1098 cm21, ~b!
630 cm21, ~c! 158 cm21, and ~d! 130 cm21. Notice the rotated
view in ~d!. Dark spheres represent silicon atoms, light gray sphe
oxygen atoms. The vibration amplitudes of the atoms not shown
negligible.
e-

ls

R

e

~both! of the Si atoms neighboring Oi is ~are! replaced by the
29Si isotope. The corresponding calculated isotopic shifts
the symmetric stretching 630 cm21 LV mode are 5 and
10 cm21 ~Table VIII! implying that these isotopic shifts
should be discernible in the 517 cm21 mode if present.83

However, to the best of the knowledge of the present auth
the experimental shifts in the 517 cm21 mode have not been
reported.

Below the delocalized modes we find two LV modes th
have the lowest of all the frequencies: the bend mode
158 cm21 and the mode consisting of the vibration arou
the @111# axis at 130 cm21 @Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!, respec-
tively#. The bend mode is the lowest of the three modes
the puckered~planar! Si2O-molecule model. However, du
to the crystalline environment the mode consisting of
vibration around the@111# axis becomes the lowest LV
mode. Quantitatively, the calculated frequencies of 158
130 cm21 as well as their isotopic shifts (5 cm21 each! are
larger than the experimental frequency of 29 cm21 and its
isotopic shift of 2 cm21 ~Table VIII!. Usually the far IR
spectrum of Oi is explained with a quantum model of a line
Si2O molecule where the oxygen atom moves in a cen
field in a plane perpendicular to the@111# axis.43,50,77–79This
type of very refined comparison is beyond the accuracy
the present method. However, we consider next the BC
ergy which is a decisive factor in this quantum model. T
BC energy was investigated by restricting the oxygen at
to lie in the center of the coordinates of the two bondi
silicon atoms but otherwise allowing all the atoms to fu
relax. The calculated results are given in Table IX toget
with other calculations. Our and Chadi’s18 DFT LD PP cal-
culations give significant BC energies of 20 and 100 me

s
re
CC
k silicon
olumns are
TABLE VIII. Local vibration frequencies (cm21) of Oi . The methods included are the pseudopotential~PP! and semiempirical
~MINDO/3! method. SC, C, and CC denote supercell, (H-terminated! cluster, and cyclic cluster, respectively. The number after SC, C, or
gives the corresponding number of Si atoms. The values calculated using the lattice constant of 5.390 Å of defect-free bul
corresponding to a pressure of 16 kbar are given in the third column in parentheses. The numbers in parentheses in the last four c
the isotopic shifts downwards (cm21). 16Oi

28Si denotes the case where all Si atoms are of the28Si isotope.28Si16Oi
29Si denotes the case

where one of the Si atoms neighboring Oi is changed into a29Si isotope. In the calculations by Snyderet al. only Oi and its two nearest
neighbor Si atoms are moving. The experimental values are measured at low temperatures<6 K.

Method 16Oi
28Si 18Oi

28Si 28Si16Oi
29Si 29Si16Oi

29Si 16Oi
30Si

This work PP SC 32 1098~1083! 1048~50! 1097~1! 1094~4! 1090~8!

630~617! 628~2! 626~5! 621~10! 610~20!

158~128! 153~5! 158~0! 158~0! 155~3!

130~102! 125~5! 130~0! 130~0! 128~2!

Joneset al.a PP C 44 1104 1051~53! 1098~6!

554 553~1! 534~20!

Deák et al.b MINDO/3 CC 32 1248
Snyderet al.c MINDO/3 C 8 1275 1273~2! 1271~4! 1267~8!

699 693~6! 687~12! 675~24!

Saito and Oshiyamad PP C 10 1187
Experiments 1136e,f 1084~52!e,f 1134~2!g 1129~7!g

517e,f 517~0!e,f

29f,h 27~2!f,h

aReference 51. eReference 74.
bReference 16. fReference 43.
cReference 80. gReference 81.
dReference 46. hReference 75.
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respectively, whereas the Hartree-Fock method50 and the
semiempirical MINDO/3 method16 have a tendency to give
vanishing BC energies. Since the calculated LV frequenc
are larger than the experimental value of 29 cm21 our BC
energy in Table IX seems to be somewhat overestima
However, it is difficult to infer from the present calculatio
whether the BC energy would in reality diminish to the e
tent that Oi becomes quantum delocalized as is required
the linear Si2O-molecule model.

The pressure coefficients and Gru¨neisen parameters (g5
2] ln v/] ln V)38 for the LV frequencies can be calculate
from the values given in Table VIII. Assuming a linear pre
sure dependence we get the pressure coefficients and
Grüneisen parameters listed in Table X. All pressure coe
cients as well as the Gru¨neisen parameters are negative. T
behavior is common in tetrahedrally coordinated systems
is consistent with the fact that the average overall Gru¨neisen
parameter of bulk silicon crystal is negative at low tempe
tures. The first pressure coefficient agrees reasonably
with the corresponding experimental value of abo
20.3 cm21/kbar.55

2. Interstitial oxygen pair

When two Oi ’s approach each other to form O2i in a
staggered or skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration @see Figs.

TABLE IX. The bond center energy of Oi with respect to the
absolute minimum~meV!. The methods included are the pseudop
tential ~PP!, Hartree-Fock~HF!, and semiempirical~MINDO/3!
method. SC, C, and CC denote supercell, (H-terminated! cluster,
and cyclic cluster, respectively. The number after SC, C, or
gives the number of Si atoms. The value in parentheses is calcu
using the lattice constant of 5.390 Å of bulk silicon correspond
to a pressure of 16 kbar.

Method

This work PP SC 128 (G) 20
PP SC 32 20~39!

Chadia PP SC 32 ;100
Artachoet al.b HF C 8 1
Deák et al.c MINDO/3 CC 32 0

aReference 18.
bReference 50.
cReference 16.

TABLE X. Pressure coefficients and Gru¨neisen parametersg
for the local vibration frequencies of Oi .

Frequency
(cm21)

Pressure coefficient
(cm21/kbar! g

This work 1098 20.93 20.64
630 20.80 20.96
158 21.85 28.85
130 21.73 210.04

Experiments 1136a,b ;20.3c

aReference 74.
bReference 43.
cReference 55.
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1~b! and 1~c!# the mutual interactions between the Oi ’s cause
splittings and shifts in the LV frequencies of Oi .84 This be-
havior is displayed in Fig. 7 showing clearly the larger sp
tings for the staggered configuration due to the stron
Oi-Oi interactions in this case.10,44,74,85Mutual interactions
between the two Oi ’s cause the formation of newlocal oxy-
gen induced Si modes around 560 cm21—shown for the
skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration in Fig. 8. Consequently
relatively distantly spaced and thus weakly interacting Oi ’s
are capable of forming a localized mode that in this case
9 cm21 above the region of the delocalized modes. A co
parison in Fig. 7 completed with a comparison of isotop
shifts84 shows that the four experimental frequencies at 10
1012, 690, and 556 cm21 belonging to one configuration o
O2i ~the solid bars in the lowest row in Fig. 7!10,44,85origi-
nate from the staggered O2i . The experimental frequency a
1105 cm21 from a different configuration of O2i ~the dash-
dotted bar in Fig. 7!10 originates then from the skewe
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration.84

By comparing the Oi panel with the O2i panel in Fig. 7 it
is immediately obvious that the calculated symmetric stret

-

C
ted

FIG. 7. Local vibration frequencies for Oi and O2i . CALC,
EXPT, SK, and S denote our calculations, experiments from R
10,44,74,85,~calculated! skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi and staggered con
figurations, respectively. Stripes in the upper panel represent
region of delocalized vibration modes. The experimental da
dotted bar in the lower panel belongs to a different configurat
than the solid bars.

FIG. 8. Oxygen induced silicon mode of the skew
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration of O2i at 558 cm21. Dark spheres rep-
resent silicon atoms, light gray spheres oxygen atoms. The vibra
amplitudes of the atoms not shown are negligible.
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ing mode of Oi at 630 cm21 cannot be related to the exper
mental mode at 517 cm21. Instead, this mode is most prob
ably related to a localized oxygen induced Si mode of O2i .
The symmetric stretching mode of Oi is not detected experi
mentally because either a linear Si2O molecule is IR
inactive50 or in our case of the puckered Si2O molecule the
amplitude of Oi @see Fig. 6~b!# is too small. For the same
reason both symmetric stretching modes of the skew
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration—shown in Fig. 9—as well as th
lower frequency of the symmetric stretching frequency p
of the staggered O2i are not discernible in the IR absorptio
experiments84!.

The calculated pressure dependencies of the LV frequ
cies of O2i are listed in Table XI. Assuming a linear pressu
dependence we get the pressure coefficients and the G¨n-
eisen parameters also listed in Table XI. To the best of
authors’ knowledge no experimental pressure coefficient
Grüneisen parameters exist for O2i for comparison. It is in-
teresting to observe the following trend. The pressure co
ficients and the Gru¨neisen parametersg of the symmetric
stretching mode increase from negative to positive val
when proceeding from Oi ~Table X! to the skewed
Oi-Si-Si-Oi configuration of O2i to the staggered configura
tion of O2i ~Table XI! ~i.e., the mutual interaction of the tw
Oi ’s increases!. On the other hand, no similar clear trend
seen in the asymmetric stretching case.

3. Vacancy-oxygen complexes

Since an oxygen atom inVO (A center! forms strong
bonds with two silicon atoms passivating their dangli
bonds ~Fig. 4, Table VII! the LV modes ofVO resemble
those of Oi : an asymmetric stretching mode at a higher f
quency and a symmetric stretching mode at a lower
quency. InVO2 each of the two oxygen atoms forms stro
bonds with two silicon atoms and accordingly all four da

FIG. 9. Symmetric stretching modes of the skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi

configuration of O2i : ~a! 643 cm21, ~b! 627 cm21. Dark spheres
represent silicon atoms, light gray spheres oxygen atoms. The
bration amplitudes of the atoms not shown are negligible.
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gling bonds are passivated. The LV’s ofVO2 thus consist
basically of the LV’s of two separateVO’s modified by the
interactions between the oxygen atoms. In the case ofV2O
the oxygen atom forms strong bonds with two silicon ato
at one end ofV2 passivating two of the six dangling bond
available inV2 altogether. Again the LV’s ofV2O resemble
those ofVO.

The calculated LV frequencies forVO, VO2, and
V2O together with other calculations16,17,63,70 and
experiments86–89 are listed in Table XII. Consider firstVO
~symmetry goupC2v). The calculated LV modes ofVO are
shown in Fig. 10. The calculated frequency of the asymm
ric stretching mode (B1) of 843 cm21 agrees closely with
the experimental value of 835 cm21 but there are large dif-
ferences (;200 cm21) between the different calculations
According to our calculations the addition of electrons toVO
increases the LV frequency of the asymmetric stretch
mode which is also observed experimentally~Table XII!.
However, the experimentally observed increase (50 cm21)
is much stronger than the calculated increase (7 cm21). The
reason for this difference is not clear to us. On the ot
hand, when16O is replaced by18O our calculations give for
the isotopic shift in the same asymmetric stretching mo
exactly the experimental value of 37 cm21. The calculated
symmetric stretching mode (A1) at 540 cm21—though in
principle IR active—has not been detected experimenta
In this mode the amplitude of the oxygen atom is small as
also the isotopic shift.

To check the results obtained solving the eigenvalue pr
lem of the dynamical matrix we performed also a direct m
lecular dynamics simulation forVO in a neutral charge state
The peaks of the LV modes in the phonon spectrum
obtained from the power spectrum, i.e., from the real par
the Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation functi
@Eq. ~2.8!#. The obtained power spectrum is shown in Fig.
together with the vibration density of states obtained us
the dynamic matrix. The power spectrum gives practica
the same LV frequency peaks as the diagonalization of
dynamic matrix~about 850 and 540 cm21).

When a second oxygen atom is bonded to the two rem
ing dangling bonds inVO to formVO2 one would intuitively
expect that the LV frequencies approach those of Oi . Our
calculations indeed show this general tendency that is
observed experimentally~Tables XII and VIII!. The symme-
try group ofVO2 is D2d . The calculated, essentially dege
erate, LV modes~E! of the highest frequency of 912 cm21

~see Table XII! are shown in Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!. These
modes consist of the asymmetric stretching vibration of o

vi-
d
TABLE XI. Pressure dependence of the local vibration frequencies of O2i . The frequencies in the secon
and third column are given in cm21. g denotes the Gru¨neisen parameter.

Configuration 0 kbar 31 kbar Pressure coefficient (cm21/kbar! g

staggered 1033,984 1008,959 21.04,21.04 20.78,20.82
697,661 698,664 0.04,0.13 0.05,0.15

566 559 20.29 20.40
skewed Oi-Si-Si-Oi 1104,1091 1068,1032 21.16,21.90 20.91,21.51

643,627 635,614 20.26,20.42 20.35,20.58
558 544 20.45 20.70
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TABLE XII. Local vibration frequencies (cm21) of VO ~A center!, VO2, andV2O. The methods included are the pseudopotential~PP!,
Hartree-Fock ~HF!, scattered-wave~SW! Xa , and semiempirical~MINDO/3, MNDO! method. SC, C, and CC denote superce
(H-terminated! cluster, and cyclic cluster, respectively. The number after SC, C, or CC gives the number of Si atoms. The isotop
downwards (cm21) are given in parentheses.

Author/Defect Method V16O V16O2 V16O22 V18O V16O2 V18O2 V2
16O V2

18O

This work PP SC 32 843 850 862 806~37! 912 871~41! 829 794~35!

540 539 536 537~3! 594,554 587~7!,551~3! 568 566~2!

Ewelset al.a PP C;70 787 749~38! 807 768~39! 791 753~38!

656 638~19!

574 571~4!

564 555~9!

van Oostenet al.b HF C 4,10 899
364

Deák et al.c MINDO/3 CC 32 990 995
DeLeoet al.d SWXa , MNDO C 4 800 847
Experiments

835e 885e 798~37!f 895g 850~39!h

aReference 17. eReference 86, 10 K.
bReference 63. fReference 87, 77 K.
cReference 16. gReference 88, 10 K.
dReference 70. hReference 89, 300 K.
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oxygen atom the other oxygen atom being nonmoving. I
obvious that the nonmoving oxygen atom does not ‘‘expe
ence’’ the motion of the moving oxygen atom because
amplitude vector points along the Si-Si direction perpendi
lar to the O-O line. The calculated two LV modes of th
symmetric stretching type are shown in Figs. 12~c! and
12~d!. In these modes the oxygen atoms move on the O
line and do interact. As expected, the mode where the o
gen atoms vibrate 180° out of phase (A1) has a higher fre-

FIG. 10. Local vibration modes forVO. ~a! 843 cm21 and ~b!
540 cm21. The vibration amplitudes of the atoms not shown a
negligible.

FIG. 11. Power spectrum~diamonds and solid line! and vibra-
tion density of states from the dynamic matrix~dashed line! of VO
in arbitrary units. The molecular dynamics simulation is perform
at T'260 K.
s
i-
s
-

O
y-

quency (594 cm21) than the mode where they vibrate
phase (B2 , 554 cm21). The uppermost calculated frequenc
(912 cm21) agrees closely with the experimental one
895 cm21 ~and is slightly higher as expected due to t
overbinding of the LD approximation!. Also, the calculated
isotopic shift of 41 cm21 agrees closely with the experimen
tal value of 39 cm21. The calculated LV mode at 594 cm21

is IR inactive. The calculated LV mode at 554 cm21 is IR

d
FIG. 12. The local vibration modes ofVO2. ~a! 913 cm21, ~b!

911 cm21, ~c! 594 cm21, and ~d! 554 cm21. The vibration am-
plitudes of the atoms not shown are negligible.
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active and could be observed experimentally though the
plitudes of the oxygen atoms are small as is also the isoto
shift ~Table XII!. The calculated isotopic shift of the highe
mode of 41 cm21 agrees closely with that of 39 cm21 ob-
tained by Ewelset al.17 though there is a large quantitativ
difference between the LV frequencies~912 vs 807 cm21).

The calculated LV modes ofV2O are essentially the sam
as those ofVO ~Fig. 10!. The calculated LV frequency of the
asymmetric stretching mode and its isotopic shift~Table XII!
agree closely with the results obtained by Ewelset al.17 To
the best of our knowledge no experimental frequencies
available for comparison.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The formation and binding energies, the ionization leve
the structures, and the local vibrations of the charged in
stitial oxygen and vacancy-oxygen complexes Oi , O2i , O3i ,
VO, VO2, and V2O in silicon have been studied using
self-consistent density functional theory based total-ene
pseudopotential method. The calculated results agree in
eral closely with available experimental data.
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The most prominent new results are as follows. The c
culated ionization levels and the associated structures of
various charge states forVO andV2O as well as the loca
vibration modes for the negative charge states ofVO have
been presented. The origin of the basic infrared absorp
peaks of Oi and O2i have been explained. The experimen
frequencies of Oi at 1136 and 517 cm21 are associated with
an asymmetric stretching mode of Oi and an oxygen induced
silicon mode of weakly interacting Oi ’s, respectively. The
calculated effects of pressure on the structures and loca
bration frequencies~Grüneisen parameters! of Oi and O2i
have been presented.
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